Introduction {#Sec1}
============

With its increasing prevalence, lung cancer has emerged as the main cause of cancer-related deaths in the general population in recent years^[@CR1]^. Constituting nearly 83% of lung-originated malignancies, non--small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has a better prognosis than small cell lung cancer, which has consistently dismal outcomes^[@CR2]^. Despite the favorable prognosis of patients with early-stage NSCLC who undergo curative surgical treatment, up to 40% of these patients would eventually relapse with metastatic disease. The prognosis for these patients remains very poor even with the numerous therapeutic options, including surgery, chemotherapy, target therapy, immunotherapy, etc., for NSCLC^[@CR3]^. Conventional staging alone is inadequate for prognostic prediction and guidance of treatment decision making. This, there is an urgent need for a novel strategy for risk stratification in NSCLC.

DNA methylation can epigenetically modify genomic expression, and has long been associated with the development and progression of NSCLC as well as several other cancers^[@CR4]^. It 2005, Schmiemann *et al*. detected the abnormal methylation status of RASSF1A, APC, and p16 (INK4a) in patients with lung cancer; therefore, they proposed the use of methylation detection for early diagnosis of lung cancer^[@CR5]^. Thereafter, studies on the relationship between lung cancer and gene methylation have increasingly been undertaken. For example, methylation of the MGMT gene promoter was associated with loss or decrease of MGMT expression in lung cancer tissues^[@CR6]^. Similarly, SHOX2 can be used not only as a marker for early detection of lung cancer, but also as an independent predictor of prognosis for NSCLC^[@CR5]^. Gene methylation of both SHOX2 and RASSF1A displays high sensitivity not only for the detection of different cancer stages, but also in the identification of different types of lung cancer (e.g., squamous cell carcinoma, small cell lung cancer)^[@CR7],[@CR8]^. Furthermore, the sensitivity of these gene methylation studies increased when the combined methylation of RASSF1A and PCDHGB6 (92%) was evaluated, compared to that of only HOXA9 (80%)^[@CR9]^. In addition, the combined detection of SHOX2 and PTGER4 gene methylation can improve specificity from 73% to 90%^[@CR10]^. Overall, the evidence in the literature rationalizes the combination of a series of methylation loci as a prognostic signature for NSCLC. Owing to the recent rapid advances in liquid biopsy, methylation is one of the most popular markers detected in liquid biopsy; it has been shown to be a valid marker for early detection and classification of lung cancer^[@CR11]--[@CR14]^.

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) -- a landmark cancer genomics program and the largest database of cancer -- comprises molecular characterizations of over 20,000 primary cancer as well as matched normal samples spanning 33 cancer types. The TCGA program has generated, analyzed, and made available genomic sequence, expression, methylation as well as corresponding survival data, which makes it a perfect source for the identification of novel genomic/epigenomic markers with prognostic significance^[@CR15]^. On the basis of the TCGA methylation spectrum of NSCLC, we sought to develop a prognostic model that integrates the most important methylation loci with their prognostic significance. By this study, we aimed to gain more insights into NSCLC survival prediction.

Materials and Methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Data collection {#Sec3}
---------------

We included all cases of non--small cell lung cancer with epigenomic and genomic data as well as clinical data available on TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas). We collected clinical information on age, sex, race, history, type of diagnosis, and tumor stage of NSCLC from the TCGA database, on the website of National Cancer Institute (<https://cancergenome.nih.gov/>). We used the TCGA GDC API to download the latest clinical follow-up information, 450k methylation data, and the TCGA RNA-Sequence data of NSCLC. All data were collected on November 13, 2018. Subsequently, we collected follow-up information of 504 cases, RNA-Seq data of 551 cases, and Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 data of 415 cases.

Data preprocessing {#Sec4}
------------------

For further analysis, we included a total of 349 cases with available clinical, methylation, and mRNA sequence data that had follow-up time of more than 30 days. Samples of 5′-C-phosphate-G-3′ (CpG) sites with NA (not available) value of more than 70% were removed; meanwhile, we removed the CpG sites with cross-reactivity on the basis of the discovery of cross-reactive probes and polymorphic CpGs in the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 microarray, as reported previously^[@CR16]^. The KNN method in R package (imputeR: A General Multivariate Imputation Framework) was used to impute the deletion value to the methylation spectrum, and to further exclude unstable genome methylation sites -- the CpGs and single-nucleotide sites on the sex chromosome. Finally, we obtained 208,022 methylation sites.

Sample grouping {#Sec5}
---------------

We randomly divided 349 samples into training (n = 174) and validation (n = 175) sets that were matched for age distribution, clinical staging, follow-up time, and mortality rate (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). None of the included patients had received any adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. We carried out identification of prognostic methylation loci, hierarchical analysis, pathway analysis, weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA) co-expression analysis, and construction of a prognostic model in the training cohort. In the validation cohort, we undertook validation of the predictive power of the prognostic model.Table 1Basic clinical information of Training cohort and Validation cohort.Training cohortValidation cohortP value (Chi-square)GenderMale1291290.9282Female4546Age (year)40--49770.734150--59242660--69536370--79796680--84811Not Available32TT118130.5684T1a911T1b1718T23846T2a4335T2b1715T32928T439NN01121110.4453N14450N21711NX13MM01381350.5505M101M1a01M1b01MX3637smokingsmoked1561530.5138Not Available1822

Statistical analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------

Most of the statistical analysis was undertaken on SPSS software (version 19.0, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Specific analysis was carried out by R language 3.1.4 (http://www. r-project.org) in Rpackage.

### Identification of prognostically significant methylation loci {#Sec7}

A univariate Cox proportional hazard regression model was developed on the training set, considering all the methylation sites of the whole genome as well as clinicopathological parameters, such as age, gender, and T, N, and clinical stages. Further multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression will be carried out on variables with significant influence on overall survival in univariate analysis. All analyses were implemented by the coxph function in Rpackage. *P*-value less than 0.05 was considered indicative of statistical significance.

### Hierarchical clustering {#Sec8}

We conducted unsupervised hierarchical clustering for the methylation levels of the methylation loci that were found to be independent prognostic parameters on multivariate analysis. The similarity distance between samples was used to calculate the Euclidean distance. The optimal clustering number was determined by the cumulative distribution function (CDF; Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A double sampling plan was adopted, with 80% of samples sampled each time and repeated a 100 times. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the stability of the result can be achieved when the number of clusters (K) is up to 6, and this was selected as the cluster number for further analysis. Clustering analysis was carried out with the Consensus Cluster Plus of R software package (*P*-value \<0.05 was considered statistically significant).Figure 1(**A**) Curve of cumulative distribution function (CDF), (**B**) CDF delta area curve of consensus clustering, with the x axis representing the category k, and the y axis denoting the relative change in area under CDF curve of category k when compared with category k − 1.

### KEGG pathway analysis {#Sec9}

We included all prognostically significant methylation loci to the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) function enrichment analysis, which was conducted by the clusterProfiler package in R software. KEGG pathways with *P*-values \<0.05 were identified as statistically significant.

### WGCNA co-expression analysis {#Sec10}

We conducted the WGCNA co-expression analysis in the R software package WGCNA, and applied the WGCNA co-expression algorithm to explore the co-expression of CpG sites among all prognostically significant methylation loci. Then, we calculated the distance between each CpG site using the Pearson correlation coefficient, and constructed a weighted co-expression network. The analysis showed the co-expression network conforms to a scale-free network -- that is, the log log(k) of the node with connection degree k negatively correlates with the log log(P(k)) of the probability of the node; the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.8. To ensure the network is scale-free, we selected beta = 7 (Fig. [2A,B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). First, the expression matrix was transformed into an adjacency matrix, and, subsequently, into a topological matrix (TOM). Based on the TOM, we used the average-linkage hierarchical clustering method to cluster genes; thereafter, we followed the standard of mixed dynamic shear tree, and set the minimum number of genes in each long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) network module to 30. After we determined the gene modules by a dynamic shearing method, the eigengenes of each module were calculated in turn. Then, we undertook cluster analysis on the modules; the modules with proximity were merged into new modules (height = 0.25, deepSplit = 2, and minModuleSize = 30).Figure 2(**A**,**B**) Network topology analysis for different soft-thresholding powers; (**C**) gene dendrogram and module colors; and (**D**) correlation between gene module and characteristic clusters.

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Identification of methylation sites with prognostic influence {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the methylation loci or clinical parameters associated with overall survival, we conducted a univariate cox proportional hazard regression analysis of the training cohort. We obtained 9201 loci with significant prognostic impact (*P* \< 0.05); the top 20 of these loci are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Among the clinical parameters, including age, gender, T stage, N stage, and clinical stage, only the T stage and clinical stage were found to be significantly associated with prognosis (*P* = 0.0002197 and 0.005511, respectively).Table 2Top 20 methylation loci with significant prognostic influence.CpGs*P*-valueHRLow 95%CIHigh 95%CIcg158047824.86E − 078.59E + 141.31E + 095.64E + 20cg057676337.58E − 078.45E + 182.67E + 112.67E + 26cg090386768.63E − 0731664288152.6081.23E + 09cg010976111.12E − 061.44E + 1011772871.77E + 14cg213489971.55E − 061.52E + 12163427221.42E + 17cg042163972.59E − 061.27E + 205.29E + 113.07E + 28cg068948124.25E − 062.23E + 12121641674.08E + 17cg053240144.45E − 066.32E-071.42E − 090.000281cg276283127.92E − 063.82E + 182.69E + 105.42E + 26cg091104029.79E − 0685.0888611.87047609.9263cg027269241.12E − 053.09E + 196.19E + 101.54E + 28cg222942412.43E − 056549851305.6843.29E + 08cg268209112.46E − 051.88E + 1110869873.26E + 16cg001916292.59E − 053545.78778.70704159739.3cg067420442.86E − 052.62E + 10345090.21.99E + 15cg170740003.11E − 0582.2805910.32936655.4223cg100709693.29E − 05108264.7455.297925744130cg038620403.48E − 057.86E + 316.22E + 169.94E + 46cg024424123.51E − 05189519946766.0735.31E + 10cg269440113.68E − 057.62E + 09154362.63.76E + 14

Thus, we further applied the T stage, N stage, and pre-identified 9201 methylation loci in a multivariate Cox proportional risk regression analysis to screen out independent prognostic markers. 4000 methylation sites were found to be independently correlated with overall survival in NSCLC.

Hierarchical cluster analysis of prognosis-associated loci {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------------------------

The unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the 4000 prognosis-associated loci separated all 174 samples in the training cohort into six categories (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The heatmap analysis (Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) showed most of the methylation sites manifested low abundance. However, samples of the 6 categories manifested different methylation patterns (Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3(**A**) Clustering heatmap in the case of consensus k = 6; (**B**) methylation heatmap of 4000 methylation loci in the training cohort.

Furthermore, we analyzed clinicopathological features of the 6 molecular subtypes in regard to distribution of: T, N, and clinical stages; age; and difference in overall survival. We observed significant prognostic differences among the 6 molecular subtypes (p = 4e-5; Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}); the best prognosis was achieved in Cluster 4, and the worst in Cluster 6. The clinicopathological parameters had different distribution patterns among the 6 clusters. In general, patients in Cluster 6 tended to have a later clinical stage, larger tumor size, and more lymph node metastases; however, they were younger (details in Fig. [4B--E](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results validate the use of molecular subtypes to classify patients who have different outcomes in addition to their clinical features.Figure 4(**A**) Prognostic differences among 6 models; (**B**) proportion of different T stages in 6 models; (**C**) The proportion of different N stages in 6 models; (**D**) The proportion of different clinical stages in 6 models; and E. age distribution in 6 models.

Pathway analysis of prognosis-associated loci {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------

All the 4000 methylation loci that manifested prognostic influence were detected on annotation and pathway analysis. All of these 4000 methylation loci were mapped to 3482 genes. As demonstrated on the KEGG function enrichment analysis, the 3482 genes were mainly enriched in multiple signaling and cancer pathways, such as the MAPK signaling pathway, VEGF signaling pathway, central carbon metabolism in cancer, transcriptional dysregulation in cancer, and so on; these are known to be closely related to tumorigenesis and development (Fig. [5A](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5(**A**) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of 4000 methylation with prognostic significance; (**B**) expression profile of 2747 genes corresponding to 4000 methylation with prognostic significance.

To further explore the expression profile of the 3482 genes identified in our study, we obtained the mRNA sequence profile of these genes from the TCGA database for training cohort. The mRNA expression profile was available for only 2747 genes, and these were applied in the heatmap analysis for 174 samples in the training cohort. As shown in Fig. [5B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, samples of different methylation clusters demonstrated similar mRNA expression patterns, thereby suggesting that the DNA methylation levels and gene expression of these genes are consistent.

Classification of molecular subtypes {#Sec15}
------------------------------------

From the WGCNA co-expression analysis, we obtained 13 modules (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All methylation loci that could not be aggregated into other modules were assembled as the gray module. As shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, 1833 CpG were allocated to 12 modules. As clusters 1, 5, and 6 contained few samples, we only selected clusters 2, 3, and 4 as the three main categories of the samples, and their correlation with each module was analyzed by the Pearson correlation analysis. Cluster3 positively correlated with most modules, whereas Cluster4 demonstrated a negative correlation with the majority of modules (Fig. [2D](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Number of CpG loci in each module.ModuleCpG countBrown187Green144Greenish yellow62Magenta93Pink99Purple71Red117Tan35Turquoise570Yellow145Black111Blue199

Hub CpG loci screening {#Sec16}
----------------------

The blue, tan, green, black, and turquoise modules showed significant correlation with both Cluster3 and Cluster4, we selected the methylation sites in these modules and calculated their correlation with the corresponding modules (MM) as well as with the Cluster3 phenotype (GS). We identified the hub CpG loci by MM \> 0.9 and GS \> 0.2 (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). There were 17 CpG loci in total, and most were in the black module. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows detailed annotation information of the 17 CpG loci. These CpG sites were annotated on 16 genes, and 14 CpG sites were located on the gene promoter CpG island. Furthermore, we analyzed the methylation correlation among the 17 CpG loci by hierarchical clustering analysis. In Fig. [6B](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we show where the correlation between the genes in each module is the highest and lowest.Figure 6(**A**) Association between hub CpG loci and different modules; (**B**) association between hub CpG loci and characteristic clusters.Table 4Annotation information of the 17 hub CpG loci.CpGChromStartEndGeneSymbolFeature_TypeMMGSModulecg02606808chr57210767572107676MAP1BIsland0.9473540.24915blackcg19940437chr148995487889954879EFCAB11S_Shore0.9340140.275199tancg18901116chr107139710171397102CDH23Island0.9396980.259864tancg19940437chr148995487889954879TDP1S_Shore0.9340140.275199tancg00919016chr71.39E + 081.39E + 08KLRG2Island0.9303120.289498blackcg25191850chr12.34E + 082.34E + 08KCNK1Island0.9001880.49867turquoisecg14831838chr22.19E + 082.19E + 08CDK5R2Island0.9096910.264816blackcg26682866chr22.19E + 082.19E + 08CDK5R2Island0.9353840.262505blackcg19584875chr149006186990061870KCNK13Island0.9423150.279599tancg21231789chr149006185590061856KCNK13Island0.9323770.254928tancg16581536chr143759564437595645TTC6Island0.9165250.46462turquoisecg16581536chr143759564437595645FOXA1Island0.9165250.46462turquoisecg06706183chr65354505853545059GCLCIsland0.9239990.204057blackcg26752263chr65354505553545056GCLCIsland0.9309670.217814blackcg19940437chr148995487889954879RP11-33N16.3S_Shore0.9340140.275199tancg23466060chr41354485813544859NKX3-2Island0.9088670.326585blackcg06061966chr114634509346345094DGKZN_Shore0.9050480.551368greencg01244124chr157076377670763777UACAIsland0.9255070.263363blackcg09272849chr157076349670763497UACAIsland0.9175230.35689blackcg07436991chr201189066311890664BTBD3N_Shore0.9110260.45042turquoise

Establishment and validation of prognostic model {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------------

From the 17 hub CpG loci, we constructed a prognostic signature that was a weighted combination of these prognostic markers. We selected the methylation spectra of these 17 CpG sites, and determined the modification abundance of each CpG site in each sample. We used multifactor regression to analyze the 17 CpG loci and established a RiskScore model: According to the modified abundance of the 4000 CpG sites we obtained, we weighted the correlation coefficients of genes as the elements in the co-expression matrix by using the principles of the WGCNA co-expression algorithm. The weight-selection criterion was to used for the subduction of the connection between the genes contained in each gene network without a scale network distribution. Thus, the logarithm (log (I)) of the number of connected nodes is negatively correlated with the log (p(I)) of the probability of the occurrence of this node. Then, we determined the value of the weighted coefficient, and a risk score model was established on the basis of multivariate regression analysis with the formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{c}RiskScore=\\ 6.81\times cg25191850+17.73\times cg21231789+\,0.5\times cg14831838+\\ 6.92\times cg00919016-10.15\times cg07436991+\,2.4\times cg26682866-\\ 14.78\times cg01244124+3.07\times cg19584875-3.09\times cg09272849+\\ 4.29\times cg02606808-9.02\times cg18901116+0.81\times cg06061966-\\ 40.77\times cg26752263-2.33\times cg23466060+\,3.91\times cg16581536-\\ 9.42\times cg19940437+71.2\times cg06706183\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

For each score, we calculated the risk score for each sample, and observed the expression patterns of CpG corresponding to different risk scores and their relationship with the overall survival. Together with the gradual increase of the RiskScore, the methylation level of the samples at the 17 CpG sites increased gradually, whereas the overall survival showed a decreasing trend (Fig. [7A](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The median value of the RiskScore was used as the cutoff value to classify the samples into high-risk (RiskScore\> median) and low-risk (RiskScore \<median) groups. The high-risk group had a significantly worse overall survival than the low-risk group (*P* = 0.00178; Fig. [7B](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 7(**A**) Correlation of RiskScore with methylation pattern and overall survival in the training cohort; (**B**) Kaplan--Meier survival analysis of patients with high RiskScore vs low RiskScore in the training cohort.

We applied the same RiskScore model to the validation cohort and evaluated its predictive power with regard to prognosis. The correlation of the RiskScore with methylation pattern and overall survival in the validation cohort was similar to that in the training cohort (Fig. [8A](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, patients with a RiskScore larger than the median value had significantly worse prognosis than those with a lower RiskScore (*P* \< 0.001; Fig. [8B](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We inferred that the prognostic model constructed by the methylation spectrum of these 17 CpG sites can reliably predict prognosis for patients with NSCLC.Figure 8(**A**) Correlation of RiskScore with the methylation pattern and overall survival in the validation cohort; (**B**) Kaplan--Meier survival analysis of patient with high RiskScore vs low RiskScore in the validation cohort.

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

Despite considerable research efforts into NSCLC in the past decade, there is no significant improvement in the overall survival of patients with NSCLC, especially those with early-stage NSCLC. The identification of high-risk early-stage NSCLC and early implementation of an enhanced therapeutic regimen is the key to improve the cure rate for NSCLC. Risk-stratification tools can better guide clinical decision making for early-stage lung cancer that is at high risk of relapse and, in these cases, multimodality treatment should be considered. The conventional staging and grading systems cannot fully identify patients with NSCLC who are at high risk of relapse, especially early-stage patients who have a risk of recurrence after curative surgery.

With the clinical and genomic/epigenomic data we extracted from the TCGA database of patients with NSCLC who underwent curative surgery, we sought to establish a risk-stratification model on the basis of methylation markers. Subsequently, we identified 17 methylation loci with significant prognostic influence and used them to construct the prognostic model; the prediction power of this model was confirmed in the validation dataset. The results proved the methylation-based prognostic signature was a valid marker for risk stratification in early-stage NSCLC.

The rapid development of the high-throughput genomic/epigenomic detection technology facilitated further molecular insights into subgroup characteristics, from the perspective of gene mutation, gene expression, DNA methylation, and protein expression profiles, of patients with NSCLC. Genome-wide data have made it feasible to screen for core prognostic molecules, and the combination of these conveys stronger predictive power in terms of diagnosis or prognosis when compared with the predictive power of a single marker. Several of the previous studies have focus on mRNA expression data to develop prognostic signatures for all types of malignant diseases, including lung cancer. Microarray and RNA sequence analyses have produced tons of tumor RNA expression signatures that are associated with clinical outcomes in NSCLC^[@CR17]--[@CR23]^. However, none of these prognostic expression signatures have been applied to clinical practice because of their uncertain performance on clinical samples. Furthermore, some studies were devoted to the excavation of prognostic markers from the perspective of microRNA or lncRNA profile, and a few prognostic signatures were proposed^[@CR24]--[@CR26]^; however, their clinical performance remains to be evaluated.

DNA methylation is another potential biomarker known to convey diagnostic and prognostic significance in many types of cancer^[@CR27]^. DNA methylation is an epigenetic mechanism that modifies a cytosine base through the addition of a methyl group at the CpG nucleotide residues (4). Vertebrate CpG islands are short, interspersed DNA sequences that are rich in guanine and cytosine (GC) and are predominantly non-methylated^[@CR28],[@CR29]^. The development of lung cancer has been associated with the exposure to hazardous environmental substances through respiration, which is considered a common cause of alteration in genome methylation^[@CR30],[@CR31]^. The methylation status of specific genes has been found to be of diagnostic and prognostic value in lung cancer^[@CR32],[@CR33]^. Genomic-wide methylation analysis has enabled the screening of methylation loci that have prognostic influence. Methylation-based diagnostic or prognostic signatures have been proposed for many cancers, including breast cancer, melanoma, colon cancer, hepatocellular cancer, and so on, and has shown promising predictive power^[@CR34]--[@CR39]^. A previous study proved DNA methylation would be a better biomarker for diagnosis and prognosis because of its predictive stability when compared with gene and miRNA expression profiles^[@CR40]^. A 4-gene methylation signature was recently proposed to predict the outcome of early-stage lung adenocarcinoma^[@CR41]^. Nonetheless, studies on a methylation-based prediction model for NSCLC are scarce.

In this study, we screened the hub methylation loci and established a prognostic model on the basis of the loci; this model was confirmed to be reliable in outcome prediction for early-stage lung cancer in the validation cohort. Our findings support the feasibility of methylation signature in risk stratification of patients with early-stage NSCLC. We identified 17 hub methylation loci that correspond to 13 genes; some of these have been previously shown to be associated with tumorigenesis in lung cancer. For example, the epigenetic repression of MAP1B was associated with the development of lung cancer in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease^[@CR42]^. Cdh23 functions as a suppressor of cell migration, and its deletion can lead to progression of lung cancer^[@CR43]^. GCLC is another tumor suppressor gene that induces synthetic lethality of cancer cells; GCLC deletion is associated with lung cancer development^[@CR44]^. Moreover, CDK5R2/p39 increased the invasiveness of lung cancer by impairing cell adhesion and promoting epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition^[@CR45]^. FOXA1 promoted lung cancer development as a suppressor of the tumor immune microenvironment, which facilitates immune evasion of cancer cells^[@CR46]^. The consistency between the results of our study and the previous studies further confirms the reliability of our current findings, and rationalizes the use of the methylation spectrum for risk stratification in NSCLC. Also, further analysis of the novel markers that identified in our study may generate more insights into the mechanism of lung cancer etiopathogenesis, or hopefully lead to the identification of new therapeutic targets.

In comparison with the methylation levels of selected genes, the RiskScore model integrating all the prognosis-related gene loci can yield more precise results and facilitate better risk stratification. The methylation based scoring system can be incorporated in the clinical practice for risk stratification of patients with early-stage lung cancer who have undergone surgical treatment. RiskScore can help predict the risk of recurrence and guide decision-making with respect to application of adjuvant therapy. In addition, this risk scoring model can also be applied to patients with advanced lung cancer for predicting long-term outcomes and to determine the best therapeutic choice. As tissue samples may not be available from patients who do not undergo surgery, circulating tumor DNA may serve as a promising substitute for methylation detection. As our RiskScore model is based on tissue, further study is required to validate its application on liquid samples like plasma, sputum, or bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. Applying RiskScore with liquid biopsies can help in dynamic monitoring of the therapeutic effect and disease progression.

Our study sheds light on improving the clinical management of early-stage NSCLC by enhancing risk stratification through the methylation profile. However, this study has some limitations that should be clearly addressed. First, we could not test our model in the setting of predicting the risk of recurrence, as data pertaining to progression-free survival data are not available in the TCGA database. As indicated in ESMO guidelines, the risk of recurrence ranges from 6%--10% per person per year, but decreases thereafter to 2%. After 5 years, the recurrence is virtually absent. This implies that long overall survival may be equivalent to lack of recurrence. Our results based on overall survival may reflect the risk of recurrence to some extent. However, further studies based on recurrence data are still required. Also, the methylation profile used in our study was derived from fresh frozen surgical samples; it remains unknown whether our results can be replicated in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue samples or on clinical samples. The reliability of our findings should be further verified in the clinical settings. Furthermore, the prognostic model established in our study is a combination of the weighted level of certain methylation loci. The weight coefficient may change when data are produced by another analysis platform or how the quantifying methylation level is altered; this could limit the widespread application of the established RiskScore model. The model is yet to be simplified to be feasible for clinical application. Lastly, the methylation signature alone may not potentiate its value in prognostic prediction. Further effort is required to integrate the methylation signature with other prognostic markers such as clinicopathological parameters, genomic mutation, or gene expression profile to maximize the predictive power of the model.

In conclusion, we identified a prognostic methylated NSCLC classifier based on the TCGA methylation spectrum. This classifier can efficiently identify patients of early-stage NSCLC with high risk of recurrence, wherein multimodality treatment should be considered. This model can guide clinicians in the selection of the most appropriate therapeutic for different individual, and thus optimize the clinical outcome of patients with NSCLC.
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